DENNIS TIERNEY
Senior Vice President
National Director of Workers’ Compensation Claims
CURRENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Dennis Tierney is a senior vice president in the Marsh Claim Practice (MCP) and serves as
the National Director of Workers’ Compensation Claims. In this National Role, Dennis works
closely with the Workers’ Compensation Center of Excellence to enhance the Marsh Claim
Practice’s value proposition around Workers’ Compensation claims and managed care.
Dennis is also responsible for establishing continuing processes and protocols around the
delivery of advocacy services relative to Workers’ Compensation. Dennis also works closely
will Risk Consulting claim leaders on all total cost of risk related tools and analytics. In
addition, Dennis interfaces with senior Workers’ Compensation claim leaders from all major
carriers and Third Party Administrators.
In addition to his Director of Workers’ Compensation responsibilities, Dennis is also a senior
claim advisor and has several account responsibilities and provides casualty claim advocacy
services to clients in a wide range of industries including pharmaceutical, food and beverage,
manufacturing, construction, technology, advertising, entertainment, financial services, retail,
health care, utilities, real estate, and higher educational clients. Dennis’ technical claim
expertise includes auto liability, general liability, products liability, employer’s liability, and
workers’ compensation. In addition, Dennis serves as Marsh’s workers’ compensation
jurisdictional expert for the state of New York and consults nationally with colleagues and
clients.
EXPERIENCE
Dennis joined the Marsh Claim Practice in 2006. Prior to joining the Marsh Claim Practice,
Dennis worked for a number of years with a large casualty insurer, as a senior claim
consultant in their National Market Practice. Dennis’ strong technical claim skills, combined
with an in depth understanding of risk transfer programs, has allowed him to successfully
manage several large accounts by improving service quality and reducing overall claim costs.
EDUCATION


MPA in health care, Pace University, White Plains, NY



BS in political science, Pace University, Pleasantville, NY
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AFFILIATIONS


Licensed Broker of Property and Casualty in the State of New York

AWARDS
 2013 Recipient of Business Insurance 40 under 40 Broker Leader Award
 Named one of the 50 rising stars in the Insurance Industry by Reactions Magazine Dec 13/Jan 14 issue
 Risk and Insurance “Power Broker” for Workers Compensation – 2017
 Risk and Insurance “Power Broker” for Workers Compensation – 2018

